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Fabrizio Lo Giudice, Francesco Frasca, Antonino Belfiore and Rosario Le Moli*

Endocrinology, Department of Clinical and Experimental Medicine, University of Catania, Garibaldi-Nesima Medical Center,
Catania, Italy

Background: High dose intravenous glucocorticoid (ivGC) therapy is the first line
treatment in moderate to severe Graves’ ophthalmopathy (GO) and is associated with a
clinical response rate ranging from 50% to 80%. Recently, a positive correlation between
total cholesterol and low-density lipoproteins cholesterol (LDLc) with GO presentation and
activity has been described.

Objective: We aimed at evaluating whether, in patients with moderate to severe active
GO treated with ivGC therapy, cholesterol, and LDLc could represent valuable predictive
factors of medium-term GO outcome.

Methods: This single center retrospective study was conducted in a consecutive series of
87 patients undergone ivGC therapy because affected by moderate to severe active GO.
Clinical outcome of GO was evaluated at week 6 (W6) and 12 (W12) in respect to baseline
conditions (week 0) by the seven points CAS according to EUGOGO recommendations.
Univariate analysis and binary logistic regression were performed for the outcome variable
W12CAS.

Results: In patients with active GO, an early positive clinical response to ivGC therapy (as
evaluated by CAS at 6W) was a strong determinant (OR=13) of the clinical outcome at
week 12. Moreover, high levels of LDLc at baseline were positively associated with a
reduction in the likelihood of being classified as improved at 12W. Patients with LDLc
>193.6 mg/dl were very likely to respond negatively to ivGC therapy independently from
the response at 6W. Based on these results, we propose a predictive decision-making
model to be tested in future prospective studies.

Discussion: We found that, in patients with active GO, both an early clinical response to
ivGC therapy and baseline LDLc levels are significant determinants of GO outcome
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(W12CAS). These data support the need of a cholesterol-lowering treatment before
addressing these patients to ivGC therapy.
Keywords: cholesterol, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, Graves’ ophthalmopathy, parenteral corticosteroids,
Graves’ disease
INTRODUCTION

Graves’ disease (GD) is an autoimmune disorder associated with
the production of activating autoantibodies to the thyroid-
stimulating hormone receptor (TSH-R) in the thyroid gland,
leading to hyperthyroidism. A major extra-thyroidal
complication of GD is Graves’ ophthalmopathy (GO), an
autoimmune and inflammatory condition characterized by
orbital disfigurement, double vision, and decreased visual
performance up to blindness (sight-threatening GO). All these
factors are associated with proven decrease of quality of life and
negative social impact (1, 2). Innate and adaptive immunity as well
as a large number of inflammatory factors are implicated in GO
pathogenesis (3). High dose ivGC therapy is the first choice in
moderate to severe or severe active GO; other immunosuppressive
drugs and/or retrobulbar irradiation are widely used in the
treatment of GO. Surgical orbital decompression is, however, the
best choice for treating patients with moderate to severe or severe
inactive GO. Treatment with 131-iodine, severe hyperthyroidism
and elevated anti TSH-R antibodies (TRAbs) are considered risks
factors for GO presentation or exacerbation (4). Smoking is
considered to be the most important risk factor for presentation,
exacerbation of GO and resistance to corticosteroids (5). Low levels
of miR-224-5p also appear to reduce the clinical efficacy of medium
dose of ivGC therapy in patients with moderate to severe active GO
(6). Recently a retrospective analysis of a large number of patients
showed an independent effect of 3-hydrossi-3methylglutaryl CoA
reductase inhibitors (statins) on the risk to develop GO (7). In
patients with GD, statin use for approximately 60 days during a
one-year observation period significantly reduced the risk of
developing GO, an effect not obtained when patients were treated
with cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) inhibitors alone (8). A significant
correlation of GO presentation and activity with total cholesterol
and LDLc has been described (9) revealing a role of cholesterol in
the processes involved in GO pathogenesis. Those data suggest the
possibility that cholesterol might not only increase the risk of GO
but also its activity, corroborating previous data showing that
chronically elevated cholesterol increases systemic inflammation
and modulates innate and adaptive immunity (10). However, the
possible impact of cholesterol levels on the clinical efficacy of ivGC
therapy in patients with active GO is not known (8, 11, 12).
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We aimed at evaluating whether serum cholesterol levels may
serve as predictive factor of medium-term clinical activity GO
outcome in patients with moderate to severe active GO treated
with ivGC therapy.
PATIENTS AND METHODS

Patients
We retrospectively selected 87 consecutive patients with Graves’
disease and GO referred to our out-patients thyroid clinic from
January 2013 to July 2019 and treated with ivGC therapy because
of moderate to severe active GO. Patients with a history of
treatment with statins, corticosteroids, radioiodine (RAI) for
Graves’ hyperthyroidism, retrobulbar radiotherapy or with
incomplete metabolic evaluation were excluded from the study.
Six patients previously treated with thyroidectomy 11.1 (14.6)
months earlier and stably euthyroid were included.

Graves’ Ophthalmopathy Clinical
Evaluation at Baseline
All patients were evaluated at the combined thyroid eye clinic
(CTEC) of Endocrinology Unit at Garibaldi-Nesima Hospital,
Catania, Italy. The same expert endocrinologist carried out the
clinical examination of GO according to European Group of
Graves’ Ophthalmopathy (EuGoGo) criteria (4). The lid fissure
width was evaluated in millimeters by a router, proptosis of each
patient was evaluated by the same Hertel exophthalmometer.
Diplopia was classified according to the Gorman score by four
levels of severity: absent, intermittent, inconstant, or constant. A
complete ophthalmological evaluation was carried out by the
same expert ophthalmologist. The GO was defined as moderate
to severe when eye disease had a sufficient impact on daily life
with one or more of the following clinical signs, each part of a
composite index (CI): lid retraction 2 mm or more, moderate or
severe soft tissue involvement, exophthalmos 3 or more mm
above 21, and inconstant or constant diplopia. GO activity was
evaluated according to seven points CAS and was considered
active when reaching a CAS ≥3.

Graves’ Ophthalmopathy Clinical Outcome
Evaluation
Clinical outcome of GO was evaluated at week 6 (W6) and 12
(W12) in respect to baseline conditions (week 0) by the seven
points CAS and was defined clinically improved when CAS
improved by almost 2 points in at least one eye. Deterioration
was defined by CAS worsening of at least 2 points or when
dysthyroid optic neuropathy (DON) or corneal breakdown
occurred. No changes were defined as the condition in which
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changes less than those described above occurred. For each
assessment, patients who improved were considered as group I,
patients who did not improve or who worsened were defined as
group NI. According to these groups and to the time of
assessment we defined the following categories: week 6 CAS
(IW6CAS or NIW6CAS), week 12 CAS (IW12CAS or NIW12CAS).

Pulse Therapy
Corticosteroid treatment for GO consisted of ivGC (Solumedrol;
Pfizer, Karlsruhe, Germany) injections with a median cumulative
dose of 52.3 mg/kg subdivided in 12 weekly infusions. Patients were
asked to report to our endocrinology day hospital on the appointed
day, an indwelling venous catheter was inserted into an antecubital
vein between 8.30 and 9.30 and Solumedrol diluted in 250 ml of a 0.9
sodium chloride solution % was administered at an infusion rate of
120 ml/h in the post-absorption state and in a lying position. Blood
pressure, blood glucose, lipid levels, thyroid, liver and kidney function
were evaluated prior to initiating the corticosteroid infusion.

Analytical Methods
Serum hormones were measured by microparticle enzyme
immunoassay (Abbot AxSYM-MEIA) with inter-assay coefficients
of variation of less than 10% over the analytical ranges of 1.7–46.0
pmol/L for FT3, 5.15–77.0 pmol/L for FT4, and 0.03–10.0 mU/L for
TSH. The within-run and between-run precisions for FT3, FT4, and
TSH assays showed coefficients of variation <5%. Thyrotropin
receptor antibodies (TRAbs) were measured by a III generation
assay (SELco TRAbs Human, Dahlewitz/Berlino (Germany).
Glycaemia, total cholesterol, high density lipoprotein (HDL)
cholesterol and triglycerides were evaluated by standard methods.
We calculated LDLc values by the formula of Martin/Hopkins that
is reliable for a wide range of triglyceride values (13). The thyroid
was evaluated by ultrasound and the volume of each lobe was
calculated with the formula for ellipsoid volumes: Volume =
length*width*depth*(p/6). The calculated thyroid volume was the
sum of the volumes of the two lobes (14).

Statistical Methods
Statistical analyses were performed with the SPSS package (IBM
SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 26.0. Armonk, NY: IBM
Corp). For the descriptive analysis, continuous variables were
expressed as median (25th-75th percentile); categorical variables
were expressed as numbers and percentages. We calculated that, to
detect a moderate size effect (OR = 2) with a p value ≤ 0.05 and a
statistical power of 0.8, a total of 84 patients would have needed (see
supplementary data).

Univariate Analysis
Univariate analysis was performed to identify predictive
variables significantly associated with the clinical outcome at
W12CAS (“Improved” and “Not Improved”). Continuous
variables were analyzed using the non-parametric Mann
Whitney U test. The shapes of distribution of each variable
were evaluated by visual inspection of the population pyramid
charts; for distributions of similar shape we reported the
medians, for distributions of different shapes we reported
average ranks. The estimate of the effect size “r” was calculated
Frontiers in Endocrinology | www.frontiersin.org 3
when appropriate (15). Categorical variables were analyzed by
the Chi-square test or, if cells with less than five expected cell
numbers were found, by Fisher’s exact test. The strength of the
associations was quantified by calculating the Odds Ratio.

Binary Logistic Regression
A binary logistic regression was performed for the outcome
variable (W12CAS). Covariates were selected on the basis of the
results of univariate analysis and the final model was built using
forced entry and a hierarchical method. Linearity of the
continuous variables with respect to the logit of the dependent
variable was assessed by the Box-Tidwell procedure (16) and a
Bonferroni correction was applied using all terms in the model to
assess its statistical significance (17). Multi-collinearity was
excluded after checking tolerance (18) and variance inflation
factor (VIF) (19) statistics and the proportion of the variance of
each predictor’s b value attributed to each eigenvalue.

The possible presence of outliers was verified by examining
standardized residuals and values ≥1.96 or ≤-1.96 standard
deviations were reported; cases whose standardized residuals
exceeded such thresholds were inspected closely and the
decision to eliminate or to keep them in the analysis was made
after assessing if they exerted an undue influence on the model
using the following influence statistics: Cook’s distance, DFBeta,
and Leverage statistics. The adequacy of the models was tested
with the maximum likelihood method. TheWald test was used to
verify that coefficients differed from 0. Odds ratios were
calculated as the exponential of b values to give an indicator of
the change in odds resulting from a unit change in the predictor.
The proportion of variation in the dependent variable explained
by each model was assessed by Nagelkerke pseudo-R2 value (20).
To predict the probability of improving at week 12 (W12CAS),
we constructed our models on the basis of the theoretical model
of the binary logistic regression, expressed by the following
equation [Eq. 1]:

P(Y) =
1

1 + e − b0 +on
i=1bixi

� � (1)

Where:
P (Y): probability of Y occurring; in our study Y = IW12CAS.
e: Euler’s number
b0: constant regression coefficient (interception at x axis)
bi: regression coefficient of xi
xi: predictor variable
n: number of predictor variables
Logistic regression models assigned a predicted category on

the basis of P (Y) values (predicted probability of improving).
Using the standard cut-off P (Y) = 0.5 the models assigned a
predicted category = Improved (IW12CAS) when P (Y) ≥ 0.5; the
remaining predicted category (NIW12CAS) was assigned if P (Y)
was < 0.5.

Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve Analysis
and Youden’s Test
These analyses were performed for the W12CAS binomial
logistic regression model on the basis of the regression outputs.
December 2020 | Volume 11 | Article 609895
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The ability of the model to discriminate between outcome
categories was investigated in more details by elaborating the
ROC curve (21). The P(IW12CAS) (predicted probability of
improving at W12) provided by regression analysis was set as
test variable, in order to study the model accuracy for different P
(IW12CAS) cut-offs. The cut-off with the best compromise between
sensitivity and specificity was assessed using Youden’s test (22).

All tests were considered statistically significant at a 2-tailed p
value <0.05.
RESULTS

Patient characteristics at study entry are shown in Table 1.
Eighty-seven patients completed the 12-week (12W) GO
clinical assessment according to the seven-points CAS and
71.3% of them improved. Fifty-three patients who had a
complete metabolic assessment were included in the analysis.

Univariate and Binomial Logistic
Regression Analysis according to CAS
Evaluation
On univariate analysis, the only two variables positively
associated with GO improvement at 12W (IW12CAS) were
serum levels of LDLc (r= -0.25, p=0.045) and early
improvement at W6 (IW6CAS) (p<0.001) (Figure 1, Table 2).
Notably, 90.6% patients classified as “improved” at W6 were also
“improved” at W12. In contrast, 41.2% of patients ‘not improved’
at W6 (NIW6CAS) were classified as ‘improved’ at W12
(OR=13.714, CI 95% 3.61–52.095, p<0.001, IW6CAS vs NIW6CAS).

We found a negative association between male gender and GO
improvement at W12; however, this difference did not reach
statistical significance (OR = 2.778, CI 95% 1.003–7.691, p=0.058).
Frontiers in Endocrinology | www.frontiersin.org 4
Similarly, higher total cholesterol and older age showed some
association with the lack in GO improvement at W12, without
reaching statistical significance (p=0.094 and p=0.08, respectively)
There was no association between smoking habit andW12 outcome
and no association with any of the other continuous variables
considered (Table 2). Prior thyroidectomy was not a contributing
factor as at 12W three out of six patients were classified as improved
and three as not improved.

Variables identified at univariate analysis (LDLc and
W6CAS) were then evaluated by binomial logistic regression to
further ascertain their effects on the likelihood to affect GO
improvement at W12. The continuous independent variable was
found to be linearly related to the logit of the dependent variable.
There were two standardized residuals with a value of -5.986 and
-4.706 standard deviations, which were kept in the analysis. The
logistic regression model was statistically significant, c2(2) =
15.985, p < 0.001. The model explained 41.1% (Nagelkerke R2)
(20) of the variance in W12CAS outcome and correctly classified
84.6% of cases. Sensitivity was 95.1%, specificity was 45.5%,
positive predictive value was 86.7% and negative predictive value
was 71.4%. Both predictor variables were statistically significant.
IW6CAS had 13 higher odds to be classified as IW12CAS than
NIW6CAS. Increasing LDLc was associated with a reduction in the
likelihood of being classified as IW12CAS, since for each unit of
LDLc reduction, the odds of improving at W12CAS increased by
a factor of 1.03. Table 3 reports the regression output of the final
model. Based on the results of the binary logistic regression, the
following model was constructed to predict the P(IW12CAS)
(probability of improving at W12CAS) for individual patients
[Eq. 2]:

P IW12CASð Þ = 1

1 + e− 2:95−0:025x ₁+2:57x ₂ð Þ (2)

Where: x1 = LDLc (mg/dl); x2 = W6CAS outcome (x2 = 1 for
IW6CAS; x2 = 0 for NIW6CAS). We tested the reliability of our
model by performing several multivariate logistic regression
analyses, with the aim of verifying that LDLc is an
independent predictor for the W12CAS outcome. We also
constructed an overfitted model constructed with 5 covariates
(see supplementary data).

Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve
Analysis
The ROC curve processed using the regression P(IW12CAS)
resulted in an excellent level of discrimination (0.805; 95% CI,
0.608–1.000) according to Hosmer et al. (23). (Figure 2).
Youden’s test identified a P(IW12CAS) = 0.664 as best cut-off,
with sensitivity 90.2%, specificity 81.8%, positive predictive value
94.9%, negative predictive value 69.2% and accuracy 88.5%.
Figure 3 highlights the impact that different P (IW12CAS) cut-
offs have on the prediction performance of the model.

W12CAS Binomial Logistic Regression
Implementation
Almost every patient classified as “improved” at W6CAS had a P
(IW12CAS) between 0.8 and 1.0, allowing a correct diagnosis in
TABLE 1 | Characteristics of patients at study entrance.

Variables

Number of patients 87
ivGC treatment period 1/2013–7/2019
Sex: male/female (n, %) 22 (25.3)/ 65 (74.7)
Age (years) 45 (35–55)
BMI (Kg/mq) 24.1 (21.6–28)
Current smokers (n, %) 45 (51.7)
Previous Smokers (n, %) 29 (33.3)
Non Smokers (n, %) 13(14.9)
Thyroid volume (ml) 18.1 (13–24.3)
ivGC cumulative dose (mg/kg) 52.3 (40.2–68.2)
CAS 3 (3–4)
GO duration (months) 8 (3–12)
TSH (mU/L) 0.05 (0–0.9)
FT3 (pg/ml) 2.86 (2.53–3.64)
FT4 (ng/dl) 0.98 (0.86–1.29)
TRAbs (IU/l) 5.31 (2.44–18.15)
Total cholesterol (mg/dl) 200 (173–226)
HDL (mg/dl) 53 (47.8–61.3)
Triglycerides (mg/dl) 81.5 (60.8–115)
LDLc (mg/dl) 123.3 (104.1–151.9)
Glycaemia (mg/dl) 94 (87.8–102.3)
Data are reported as number and percentage or median and interquartile range.
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almost all of them. Within the IW6CAS group the lower P
(IW12CAS) (ranging from 0.59 to 0.7) was assigned to the
patients with a very high LDLc and the Youden’s cut-off
(unlike the standard cut-off P(IW12CAS) = 0.5) allowed to
correctly predict their W12CAS outcome. Considering that the
two independent variables (LDLc and W6CAS outcome) are not
available at the same time, since the first one is obtained at
baseline and the second one after a 6 weeks pulse therapy, we
aimed at identifying a LDLc cut-off that would give a P(IW12CAS)
<0.664 independently of W6CAS outcome; knowing this value
may allow the physician to delay pulse therapy until this value is
corrected. This LDLc cut-off was calculated using the binomial
logistic regression model (Eq. 3) setting P(IW12CAS) < 0.664 (as
indicated by Youden’s test):
Frontiers in Endocrinology | www.frontiersin.org 5
P IW12CASð Þ = 1

1 + e− 2:95−0:025x ₁+2:57x ₂ð Þ < 0:664  (3)

The resulting inequality was solved for both x2 valid values (0
and 1) with the purpose to calculate which LDLc values (x1) would
certainly give a P(IW12CAS) <0.664, independently from W6CAS
outcome (x2). Calculations resulted in x1>193.6. According to this
data, a patient showing a baseline LDLc >193.6 mg/dl can’t reach a
P(IW12CAS) >0.664; in fact, in the best scenario (x2 = 1), he would
reach a P(IW12CAS) value slightly lower than 0.664, while in the
worst one (x2 = 0) its P(IW12CAS) should fall below 0.132. For
W6CAS Improved patients, the outcome of the W6CAS itself is the
most important predictor, with LDLc making a predominant
contribution when it exceeds 190 mg/dL. Based on these results, a
proposal for a decision algorithm was developed (Figures 3 and 4).
TABLE 2 | Univariate analysis for W12CAS outcome.

Variables IW12CAS NIW12CAS p

Glycaemia (mg/dl) 93.5 (87.8–102) 95 (86.3–104.5) 0.885
Age*(years) 41.01 51.42 0.082
Females (%) 76.9 23.1 0.058
BMI (Kg/m2) 24.1 (21.7–27.9) 25.6 (21.3–28.6) 0.929
Smokers (%) 68.9 31.1 0.643
ivGC CD (mg/Kg) 50.4 (40.2–67.2) 60 (50.6–73.2) 0.131
Thyroid (ml) 18.6 (11.9–24.3) 18.1 (14.5–39.9) 0.546
CAS 3 (3–4) 3 (3–4) 0.927
TSH (mU/L) 0.05 (0–0.9) 0.05 (0.01–1) 0.661
FT3 (pg/ml) 2.87 (2.56–3.43) 2.69 (2.39–3.76) 0.699
FT4 (ng/dl) 0.98 (0.84–1.25) 1.05 (0.89–1.3) 0.975
TRAbs (IU/l) 4.6 (2.2–16.5) 8.4 (3.3–28) 0.156
Cholesterol* 31.67 39.89 0.094
HDL* 35.06 29.63 0.298
Triglycerides (mg/dl) 76.0 (58–112) 89.0 (74–131) 0.315
LDLc* 30.49 40.95 0.045
I-W6CAS (n, %) 48 (90.6) 5 (9.4) <0.001
December 2020 | Volume 11 | Article
Data are expressed as number or percentage percentage, median and interquartile range or mean ranks as indicated (*); CD, cumulative dose.
FIGURE 1 | Stacked histogram of low-density lipoproteins cholesterol (LDLc) levels grouped for W12CAS categories.
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DISCUSSION

Herein we found that in patients with active GO addressed to
pulse therapy with corticosteroids, baseline serum levels of LDLc
and early clinical response at week 6 (W6CAS) were the strongest
determinants of the clinical outcome at week 12 according to
CAS evaluation (W12CAS). A previous study correlated serum
total cholesterol and LDLc levels with the onset and severity of
GO, but their impact on the GO response to corticosteroids has
not been determined (9). In our study, we modeled the predicted
probability P (IW12CAS) that each patient is classified as improved
at W12CAS based on baseline serum levels of LDLc plus W6CAS
outcome, showing that the LDLc level provides an independent
contribution to the W6CAS data by overcoming the effect of
W6CAS when it exceeds 190 mg/dl with a positive predictive
value of 86.7% and a negative predictive value of 71.4%.
Furthermore, the ROC curves indicated a sensitivity of 90.2%
and a specificity of 81.8% in predicting a positive response of GO
to corticosteroids at 12W.

Active GO is often an auto resolving condition, but several
factors independently modulate its severity and ultimate clinical
outcome. Although ivGC therapy is the most widely used
medical treatment for active GO, its clinical efficacy is variable,
Frontiers in Endocrinology | www.frontiersin.org 6
and it is therefore important to have biomarkers that can predict
its efficacy in the individual patient.

Few variables are known to influence the severity and
outcome of GO. For example, smoking is a proven
independent risk factor for the development and exacerbation
of GO, and radioiodine (131-I) treatment of hyperthyroidism
can also trigger GO and worsen its outcome. Furthermore,
failure to achieve euthyroidism and persistence of high levels
of TRAbs are negatively correlated with the clinical outcome of
GO (24). Recently, a predictive risk score for the development of
GO in patients with newly diagnosed Graves’ hyperthyroidism
has been proposed (25). This score (PREDIGO) aims to estimate
the odds ratio of GO exacerbation according to CAS based on
serum levels of TSH and TRAbs, duration of hyperthyroidism
and smoking habits. In our study, GO was moderate to severe
and active in patients with stable thyroid function and with
similar TRAbs levels between responders and non-responders,
therefore the risk of GO exacerbation was similar across the
study population. In addition to the aforementioned risk factors,
GO occurrence and severity have been positively associated with
diabetes mellitus (DM) (12, 26) and serum levels of total
cholesterol and LDLc (9). These data are of interest since both
DM and hypercholesterolemia induce a chronic inflammatory
FIGURE 2 | Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve of the predicted probability of improvement at W12CAS calculated with binomial logistic regression.
TABLE 3 | Outputs of the binary logistic regression for the outcome variable W12CAS.

B SE Wald df p Odds Ratio 95% CI of Odds Ratio

Lower Upper

LDLc -0.025 0.013 4.025 1 0.045 0.975 0.951 0.999
W6CAS 2.570 0.863 8.858 1 0.003 13.065 2.405 70.976
Constant 2.950 1.707 2.987 1 0.084 19.099
December 2
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state that adds to GO immunological process and contributes to
remodeling of the orbital tissues. Elevated LDLc levels have been
hypothesized to increase the influx of free fatty acids into the liver
causing the production of reactive oxygen radical species (ROS)
and the secretion of interleukin-6 (IL-6). The increase in IL-6
activity within the orbital environment can promote greater
secretion of insulin growth factor 1 (IGF-1) by orbital
fibroblasts of GO patients and improve the proliferation of
fibroblasts and the expansion of soft orbital tissues favoring
Frontiers in Endocrinology | www.frontiersin.org 7
IGF-1R - TSHR crosstalk (8, 27–29). These studies raise the need
to investigate the impact of LDLc levels on the GO response to
immunosuppressive therapy.

In our series of patients, none had previously received
corticosteroids or retrobulbar radiation (30) and none had
received radioiodine therapy to control hyperthyroidism. At
week 6 after initiation of corticosteroid therapy, more than
90% of patients classified as responders maintained the same
clinical rating at week 12. Corticosteroid responders at week 6
FIGURE 4 | Steps of the decision-making algorithm.
FIGURE 3 | Suggested decision-making algorithm. The graphs are constructed on the basis of binomial logistic regression prediction using the Youden’s best cut-
off P(IW12CAS) = 0.66. Each dot refers to a single patient; green dots refer to patients classified as Improved at W12CAS, while black dots refer to Not Improved
Patients. The predicted probability of improvement at W12CAS [P(IW12CAS)] provided by regression analysis is positioned on the x axis; cut-off = 0.664 (dotted line).
The continuous predictive variable included in the model (LDLc) is positioned on the Y axis. The categories of the dichotomous predictive variable (W6CAS outcome)
are highlighted in green (IW6CAS) or red (NIW6CAS) contour lines.
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were significantly more likely than non-responders to have a
positive outcome at week 12 (OR 13.7; p <0.001) confirming the
previous observations (31). In our series, total cholesterol levels
were higher in non-responders than in responders, but this
difference did not reach statistical significance, while baseline
LDLc levels were inversely related to GO clinical outcome at
12W. Other variables recognized as risk factor for GO
presentation and/or exacerbation, such as cigarette smoking
(24), male gender and age older than 60 yrs (32, 33) were not
significantly predictive of GO response to ivGC at week 12.
Although these findings may appear unexpected especially for
smoking habit, the impact of smoking on the clinical response of
GO to ivGC in a similar setting has not been previously
investigated and deserves to be studied in prospective trials.

Our results are in agreement with the concept that
hypercholesterolemia can promote chronic inflammation
leading to resistance to the effects of corticosteroids
characterized by inhibition of tissue macrophage functions,
such as chemotaxis, phagocytosis, proliferation and antigen
presentation (34). In particular, oxidized low-density
lipoprotein (oxLDL) regulates the expression of dipeptidyl
dipeptidase IV (DPP4) in macrophages leading to the increase
of CD36 + cells which are representative of the inflammatory
processes of atherosclerosis in obese and insulin resistant
patients. Moreover, a direct effect of LDLc on transcriptional
and translational activities of corticosteroids at the cellular levels
has also been hypothesized (35, 36; Figure 5).
Frontiers in Endocrinology | www.frontiersin.org 8
Our study has some limitations. Although all patients in our
study were treated following a rigorous protocol, the study is
retrospective, and the regression analysis was built on the basis of
a small patient population. For these reasons, the reported
algorithm is a suggestion that should be evaluated in a
prospective context. However, our data indicate that patients
with active GO may have a clinically limited response to ivGC
therapy if LDLc levels are above 190 mg/dL.
CONCLUSIONS

Early clinical response to ivGC therapy in patients with active
GO is a strong determinant of clinical outcome at week 12 when
assessed by CAS. Additionally, baseline serum LDLc levels are
also an independent predictor of response to ivGC therapy, and
LDLc levels above 190 mg/dL greatly reduce the likelihood of a
positive clinical outcome at week 12. Based on our data, we
suggest measuring baseline LDLc levels in all patients with active
GO and strongly considering cholesterol-lowering treatment
before referring these patients to ivGC therapy.
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